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Emma brings her charms to SA

Markets up,
figures down

A NEW newspaper and magazine readership survey which
had its local launch in Adelaide last night sets a new global
benchmark in audience measurement, according to the research company behind it.
Dubbed Emma, for Enhanced Media Metrics Australia, the survey provides
readership data for print and
digital platforms - and it also
includes a breakdown of figures for individual sections of
newspapers.
The survey, which has been
developed by Ipsos Media, is
backed by newspaper group

THE Australian share market
closed higher despite lacklustre retail sales and a widening current account deficit.
Official manufacturing data
and figures from HSBC show
that in August China’s industrial sector expanded for the
first month since April.
Australia’s current account
deficit widened to $9.35 billion
in the June quarter, seasonally
adjusted. This exceeded the
median market forecast of an
$8.5 billion deficit. And data
showed retail sales increased
only 0.1 per cent in July - short
of an expected 0.4 per cent rise.

The Readership Works, whose
members include all major
publishers including News
Corp Australia, the publisher
of The Advertiser.
Ahead of its South Australian launch at the National
Wine Centre of Australia last
night, Ipsos Australia managing director Simon Wake said
the survey built on the company’s research expertise in
41 international markets, including readership surveys in
Britain and France.
“It does set a new global
benchmark in audience measurement,” Mr Wake said.

He added: “It brings the
best of everything we’ve done
into the survey.”
Emma provides monthly
data for more than 600 newspapers and magazines - including over 160 community titles
and over 250 regional titles along with 270 branded newspaper sections.
Using a survey database
of 54,000 consumers, readers
are surveyed online and by
phone and asked to recall what
they had read the day before.
The Readership Works
general manager Mal Dale
said previous surveys had

asked readers to remember
what they had read up to a
week earlier - which had led to
gaps in their recall.
He said Emma provided
“more considered, accurate responses” and these had already
been seen in marked increases
in readership figures for many
newspapers and magazines.
“That’s why we have seen
quite a dramatic difference in
the readership,” he said.
For advertisers, such information is crucial: Readership
data provides a vital guide for
the estimated $3 billion they
are spending on newspaper

and magazine advertising each
year. News Corp Australia
strategic partnerships director
Damian Eales said the introduction of Emma would help
advertisers to target their
spending more accurately.
“(Advertisers) want to make
sure they are getting more
bang for their buck through
closer connections with their
customers,” he said
“Having a more granular
appreciation of what customers are reading and what
they’re consuming in terms of
media means you can target
your spend more precisely.”

100,000 good
reasons to listen

Not so
secret
women’s
business

RED TAPE, COSTS STIFLING EXPLORER
AMBITIONS IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

creasing compulsory super and
Labor making small business
one of its seven priorities.
Addressing about 200 small
business owners, Mr Anderson
said it was important for their
voices to be heard, adding:
“You actually are the heartbeat
of the economy.”
So far, the chamber’s campaign has had 96,900 people
register support. Business SA
chief Nigel McBride said small
business had been over-regulated, over-taxed and ignored
for far too long, a situation particularly bad in regional areas.

REWARD: Sitemed founder and scholarship winner Nicole Nott.

Samantha Maiden

even professionals in the field
let alone small-business people
who are required to comply.
“Thirdly, make it easier to
employ people. And fourthly,
build better infrastructure because small-business people
are part of local communities
and they work inside infrastructure which needs to be as
supportive to their economic
needs as it does to individuals.”
The campaign encouraged
the major parties to put small
business initiatives on the
table. These included the Coalition’s pledge to delay in-
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TENS of thousands of small
business owners and their supporters have signed up to a
pre-election campaign to make
their voices heard.
The campaign was gaining
traction, with nearly 100,000
supporters and more new initiatives being proposed for small
business, Australian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
chief Peter Anderson told a forum in Adelaide yesterday.
And Business SA, the South
Australian affiliate to the
chamber, said the campaign –
Small business too big to ignore – would continue up to
the state election next March.
Mr Anderson said that
while small businesses operated across a multitude of sectors and locations, there were
four key common concerns.
“Cut down on the red tape we have specific examples of
where that should occur,” he
said. “Simplify the tax system;
it’s a system which is actually
beyond the comprehension of

of the fare before the wheels
even turn.”
Cutting green and red tape
would provide an immediate
stimulus to economic activity,
Mr Woskett said. South Australia
had a blank canvas for regional
infrastructure, but needed to
justify attracting investment.
He added that SA’s bumper
minerals growth phase was
yet to come and that it was
important it not be “forsaken
due to excessive regulation,
pecuniary over taxation and
bureaucratic burden”.
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SOUTH Australian junior
explorer Minotaur has blamed
the “creeping cloak” of red tape,
regulatory hurdles and
interventionist politics for
stifling growth in this state.
“In the exploration business,
at least 30 per cent of project
expenditure is directed towards
red tape compliance and
negotiating regulatory hurdles,”
Minotaur Exploration managing
director Andrew Woskett told a
Business SA breakfast forum.
“It’s akin to taking a taxi ride and
having the meter hit 30 per cent

SITEMED founder Nicole
Nott has been named the winner of the Behind Closed
Doors 2013 Entrepreneurs
Scholarship program.
Ms Nott, a qualified occupational therapist, established
Sitemed in 2009, which won
Telstra’s Australian Best
Start-Up Business Award in
2012.
The Adelaide-based outsourcing emergency services
company has won significant
local and national contracts.
A board member of Paramedics Australasia and SA
Hockey, Ms Nott now has the
opportunity to use the yearlong scholarship, valued at
$5000, to tap into the experience of top businesswomen
and build extensive networks.
BCD is a national businesswomen’s mentoring program
that aims to further professional development of its
members in “an intimate and
confidential environment”.
The scholarship program
helps to share experiences and
knowledge and build links.
One of the mentors in the
program is Kylie Bishop, the
2012 Telstra South Australian
Business Woman of the Year.
BCD founder Donny Walford said Ms Nott had led a
field of strong applicants.
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